Abstract: Law enforcement agencies have great importance to provide peace and prosperity for the community. If the quality level of policing services is high, stability within the country will also increase. The law enforcement authorities transfer their policing services to people by means of using tools and equipment. In this study, this subject has been studied in order to improve the service quality of motor vehicles to increase efficiency in the assignments area. For the assignment of the vehicle, four main criteria and fifteen sub-criteria are defined. The criteria's weights achieving the desired goal are calculated using the Analytic Network Process (ANP). The obtained weights have been subjected to the evaluation of performance in terms of each vehicle and each region where it can be assigned. The decision model with four basic objectives, containing service, cost, time and usage of technical capacity to ensure the use of vehicles at optimum efficiency, is designed. After weighting of the criteria, a mathematical model aiming at maximizing the service and the effectiveness of using the technical capacity of vehicle and minimizing the time and cost has been developed. The results are compared with the current situation. The study has been tested with three different scenarios having different objective priorities.
Introduction
Living in peace and prosperity is very important for individuals as members of the community. Police are one of the most ubiquitous representatives of the government, and citizens' confidence in the government likely affects their confidence in the police. Citizens expect their police to respond effectively to crime. While most causes of crime are beyond police purview, the public requires police to respond promptly to their concerns and secure their neighborhoods [1] . Security and safety services are provided by various public and private law enforcement agencies or organizations across the country; the general directorate of security within the boundaries of the municipality and gendarmerie in rural areas. The quality and effectiveness of services depend on the level of training of law enforcement and the effective use of equipment.
The multi-criteria and multi-objective model, which will make the distribution of vehicles used in the district, is proposed as a part of a study on the effective use of equipment. It was needed for the vehicle assignment model to improve efficiency. Assignment problems are considered as a special case for transportation problems. When we consider transportation and assignment problems as real-life problems, a variety of purposes emerge in the creation of models. While in the classic assignment problem, we assign a task to an agent or an agent to a task, in real-life problems, we can assign more than one agent to a task or more than one task to an agent. In real-life problems, many criteria that affect the assignment are available. All of the assignment criteria have different weights. Weighting of the criteria is accomplished by the Analytic Network Process (ANP), which is the most comprehensive framework for the analysis of societal, governmental and corporate decisions that is available today to the decision-maker [2] because of the criteria's interaction with each other. With the proposed model, motor vehicles have been assigned to the appropriate district that has different characteristics.
In this study, the optimal solution of the multi-objective and multi-criteria vehicle assignment problem has been examined. An application tested in a province, which depends on the organization that is responsible for providing policing and the solution of the application, has been acquired for the province. Previous studies on this subject have been examined with a literature survey in Section 2, and the ANP approach and the general assignment model are briefly summarized in Section 3. A model has been proposed in Section 4. The proposed model has been applied on a sample province, and the results of the assignment obtained from the mathematical model have been evaluated in Section 5. In the last section, there are also recommendations for future studies, and a general assessment has been made.
Literature Survey
In this study, the literature survey has been examined under five main titles. These are studies about the assignment model, studies using multi-objective assignment models, studies using mathematical modeling with the Multiple Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) techniques, studies about vehicle selection and studies about the quality of security service.
Studies about the Assignment Model
Assignment models are used in many areas, such as classic assignment, resource allocation, course scheduling, fleet assignment, assignment placement, making the distribution of tasks and the assignment of personnel to the task. The previous studies about using the assignment models were examined under three main headings [3] .
Model with at Most One Task per Agent
Caron et al. [4] use a kind of classical assignment model, for which there are m agents and n tasks, and not every agent is assigned to do every task. The bottleneck Assignment Problem (AP) is presented by Ravindran [5] , which minimizes the transportation cost of perishable food from warehouses to markets. A variation of the classic AP is studied by Dell'Amico and Martello [6] about which there are m agents and n tasks, but only k of the agents and tasks are to be assigned, where k is less than both m and n. The presented balanced assignment problem [7] is about planning a program of trips from the U.S. to Europe, minimizing the dates of difference between leaving and returning flights. There are some improved forms of the listed models, such as the lexicographic bottleneck model, the ∑ k assignment model, the semi-assignment problem, the categorized assignment problem, the fractional assignment problem, the assignment problem with side constraints, the multi-criteria assignment problem, the quadratic assignment problem, the robust assignment problem and the generalized assignment problem [3] .
Models with Multiple Tasks per Agent
The generalized assignment model, which is based on branch and bound, is proposed by Cattrysse and Van Wassenhove [8] . The bottleneck generalized assignment problem (GAP) that includes many applications in scheduling and allocation problems was studied by Martello and Toth [9] . The multiple resource generalized assignment problem about resource planning with the Lagrangian relaxation methodology is presented by Le Blanc et al. [10] . There are some improved models of GAP, such as the multiple resource GAP, the bottleneck GAP and the quadratic generalized assignment problem. Aora and Puri [11] study the variation of the bottleneck assignment problem, which is called the imbalanced time minimizing assignment problem.
Multi-Dimensional Assignment Problem
All of the models listed above are two-dimensional, meaning that the problem is one of optimally matching the members of two sets. However, in some cases, the problem is one of matching the members of three or more sets, and the most common problems are clusters of three elements. These models are as follows: the planar three-dimensional assignment problem is studied by Gilbert et al. [12] ; the axial there-dimensional assignment problem is discussed by Gilbert and Hofstra [13] ; the three-dimensional bottleneck assignment problem is discussed by Malhotra et al. [14] ; and Franz and Miller have studied multi-period assignment problems [15] .
Studies Using Multi-Objective Assignment Models
After examining the area of current assignment models used in the literature, solution-based and hybrid structure studies related to multi-objective assignment problems have been examined. Yang and Chou [16] studied multi-objective optimization for manpower assignment in consulting engineering firms and the solution of the model compared with using the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) and optimization modelling software, which is called LINGO. The goal programming approach for a multi-objective multi-choice assignment problem is studied by Mehlawat [17] . A study of military personnel appointment and the analysis of the action style under six different strategies [18] , a multi-objective assignment model about the assignment of an agent to tasks [19] , an assignment model used for a stochastic flow network for the maximization of system reliability and the minimization of cost [20] , a fleet assignment using the Taguchi-based DNA algorithm [21] , a multi-objective resource assignment problem within the supply chain of the products [22] , fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making methods for dual-objective personnel assignments [23] and an application for three objective assignment problems [24] are some examples of multi-objectivity.
Studies Using Mathematical Modeling with the MCDM Techniques
On the other hand, some real-life problem studies that have many criteria are analyzed in assignment problems. Therefore, using mathematical modelling with MCDM techniques are examined. A study involving the selection of one of three different drivers with Zero-One Goal Programming (ZOGP) is studied by Schniederjans and Garvin [25] . A combination of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Goal Programming (GP) for a global facility location-allocation model is proposed by Badri [26] . Lee and Kim studied using the ANP-GP integrated model for interdependent information system project selection, and with this model, the most appropriate project is selected from six different projects [27] . Karsak [28] studied product planning in quality function deployment using a combined ANP-GP approach. Chang et al. [29] proposed an integrated model using ANP-GP for revitalization strategies in historic transport, and with this model, they chose the most appropriate project through seven different projects for the Alishan Forest Railway. Yan et al. studied the prioritized weighted aggregation in MDCD [30] . An ANP-GP-based integrated study of the problem of resource allocation in transportation [31] , a study about exams weighted with ANP [32] , the applications of the multi-objective and criteria decision-making process [33] , a goal programming approach for the multi-purpose and multi-choice assignment problem [34] and a study of the scheduling of classes in a school [35] can be mentioned as examples for this area.
Studies about Vehicle Selection
Byun [36] proposed the AHP approach for selecting an automobile purchase model, which may affect the vehicle selection criteria to select the best car among three different cars. A multi-criteria optimization method for the vehicle assignment problem in a bus transportation company is studied by Zak et al. [37] ; the routes of the buses are found to minimize the cost of transportation. Apak et al. [38] studied an AHP approach with a novel framework for luxury car selection. Seven criteria and criteria weights are determined for the personal vehicle selection by this proposed model. Nine criteria have been identified, and eight alternatives were ranked according to their weights by Gungor and Isler [39] , who studied automobile selection with the AHP approach. Selecting the best panelvan car by using the Promethee method is studied by Soba [40] ; one of the six vehicles has been selected with this proposed model, and six criteria were used in the decision model.
Studies about the Quality of Security Service
There were studies about the quality of security service, but there was no mathematical model to improve the quality of security service in the literature. Singh [41] studied the influence of internal service quality on the job performance of the Royal Police Department. His survey design was used to reach the research objectives. The specific design was a cross-sectional design, and about 250 questionnaires were distributed to employees in the Royal Police Department. Chen et al. studied the police service quality in rural Taiwan, with comparative analysis of perceptions and satisfaction between police staff and citizens. They used five dimensions, such as tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy, and the authors tried some practical data analysis techniques, such as descriptive statistics analysis, analysis of means, t-test, factor analysis, Pearson correlation analysis, etc., for the assessment of attributes within respondents' perceptions and satisfaction [42] . Gherghina's paper has presented several strategies to increase the performance and quality of local police public service. Gherghina has used the operational elements, such as the marketing process, the design process, the service providing process and the service evaluation process, to determine the services' quality [43] . Improving service quality for a Spanish police service was studied by Tari, and he used the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) model for self-assessment and process management and to create a valid, reliable instrument aimed at knowing employees' opinions on the strengths and areas for improvement in the service [44] .
In this study, four different objectives have been implemented with the proposed model. As a result of the examination of previous studies, there was no vehicle assignment procedure or proposed model and there was no mathematical model to improve the quality of security service in the literature. The vehicle assignment problem is used especially for vehicle routing or selecting the best car from alternatives in the literature. The model makes the vehicle assignment for the regions that will be the most effective. Each vehicle type has its own characteristics, and the performance of the vehicle will be different in each region; so, the problem is a classical assignment problem, and alternatives are ranked according to their weights. Vehicle assignment was developed using the ANP-Linear Programming (LP) integrated model, which was not found in earlier studies.
Methods

Analytic Network Process
Problems that are encountered in real-life decision-making consist of some criteria. Decision-makers and researchers have developed various methods to overcome these problems. Among them, the ANP method is one of the most widely-used methods that has been developed by Thomas L. Saaty. ANP can be applied in all areas, and it is easy to use among the MCDM methods [45] . At present, in their effort to simplify and deal with complexity, people who study decision-making use mostly very simple hierarchic structures consisting of a goal, criteria and alternatives [46] . ANP is a generalization of AHP that deals with dependencies. While we assume that criteria are not dependent in the AHP method, we assume that there is a correlation between the main criteria in the ANP method. While hierarchy is a necessity in AHP, it is not a requirement with ANP. The clusters that contain elements are connected by a line in ANP. ANP's structure is very similar to that of AHP, and they are simple, with three levels of clusters: goal, criteria and alternatives [47] .
Most of the decision problems cannot be built on a hierarchical structure, because there is an effect or a dependency from low-level elements to higher level elements. Not only the weight of the criteria determines the importance of the alternatives in the hierarchy, but also the significance of the alternatives determines the weight of the criteria. The results that we want to achieve in the future are shaped through feedback in the ANP method. The AHP method has a linear top to bottom hierarchical structure. There is a relationship between clusters in the same or different levels or ANP having a loop in itself, which is a structure that can interact in any direction [46] . The structural differences are shown between AHP and ANP in Figure 1 . criteria determines the importance of the alternatives in the hierarchy, but also the significance of the alternatives determines the weight of the criteria. The results that we want to achieve in the future are shaped through feedback in the ANP method. The AHP method has a linear top to bottom hierarchical structure. There is a relationship between clusters in the same or different levels or ANP having a loop in itself, which is a structure that can interact in any direction [46] . The structural differences are shown between AHP and ANP in Figure 1 . As can be seen in Figure 1 , the AHP has a linear structure, but ANP has a network structure. The outgoing arrows from Cluster A to cluster B represents that the cluster B is affected by the A cluster [48] . In general, a network structure consists of components, and a component consists of elements. However, for the network structure in problems that have a complex decision-making progress, we have a system that is composed of subsystems, each subsystem composed of components and each component containing elements. The desired result is obtained by the sum of all components [46] . In a network structure, if a component affects another component, it shows that there is an outer dependency between the two components, but if elements in a component affect each other, there is an inner dependency, which is shown by an arrow that goes out from a component and then enters the same component again. If there is a two-way arrow, this means that there is a feedback between two components. This situation is shown in Figure 1b .
The analysis and evaluation of decisions include the process of recognizing, quantifying and comparing the benefits and costs of decision criteria. Each decision requires an evaluation for determining whether or not it represents an efficient use of resources (e.g., time, money, energy, etc.). For decision problems containing tangible and intangible evaluation criteria, MCDM methods are employed when the intangible decision criteria are difficult to quantify and monetize. From among the MCDM techniques, the analytic hierarchy process and its extended version, the analytic network process has been used by many scientists, researchers and practitioners [49] . The ANP is a holistic approach useful to analyze causal influences and their effects in which all of the factors and criteria involved are laid out in advance in a hierarchy or in a network system that allows for dependencies [50] . The ANP methodology is beneficial in considering both qualitative, as well as quantitative characteristics that need to be considered, as well as taking the non-linear interdependent relationship among the attributes into consideration [51] . AHP models a decision-making framework that assumes a uni-directional hierarchical relationship among decision levels, whereas ANP allows for a more complex relationship among the decision levels and attributes, as it does not require a strict hierarchical structure. In decision-making problems, it is very important As can be seen in Figure 1 , the AHP has a linear structure, but ANP has a network structure. The outgoing arrows from Cluster A to cluster B represents that the cluster B is affected by the A cluster [48] . In general, a network structure consists of components, and a component consists of elements. However, for the network structure in problems that have a complex decision-making progress, we have a system that is composed of subsystems, each subsystem composed of components and each component containing elements. The desired result is obtained by the sum of all components [46] . In a network structure, if a component affects another component, it shows that there is an outer dependency between the two components, but if elements in a component affect each other, there is an inner dependency, which is shown by an arrow that goes out from a component and then enters the same component again. If there is a two-way arrow, this means that there is a feedback between two components. This situation is shown in Figure 1b .
The analysis and evaluation of decisions include the process of recognizing, quantifying and comparing the benefits and costs of decision criteria. Each decision requires an evaluation for determining whether or not it represents an efficient use of resources (e.g., time, money, energy, etc.). For decision problems containing tangible and intangible evaluation criteria, MCDM methods are employed when the intangible decision criteria are difficult to quantify and monetize. From among the MCDM techniques, the analytic hierarchy process and its extended version, the analytic network process has been used by many scientists, researchers and practitioners [49] . The ANP is a holistic approach useful to analyze causal influences and their effects in which all of the factors and criteria involved are laid out in advance in a hierarchy or in a network system that allows for dependencies [50] . The ANP methodology is beneficial in considering both qualitative, as well as quantitative characteristics that need to be considered, as well as taking the non-linear interdependent relationship among the attributes into consideration [51] . AHP models a decision-making framework that assumes a uni-directional hierarchical relationship among decision levels, whereas ANP allows for a more complex relationship among the decision levels and attributes, as it does not require a strict hierarchical structure. In decision-making problems, it is very important to consider the interdependent relationship among criteria because of the characteristics of interdependence that exist in real-life problems. The ANP methodology allows for the consideration of interdependencies among and between levels of criteria and, thus, is an attractive multi-criteria decision-making tool. This feature makes it superior from AHP, which fails to capture interdependencies among different enablers, criteria and sub-criteria. ANP is unique in the sense that it provides synthetic scores, which is an indicator of the relative ranking of different alternatives available to the decision-maker [52] . The ANP is better than AHP because it contains a variety of interactions, dependences and feedback among the elements at the different levels [53] . The ANP method can be considered as an upper level and more common than AHP, and it offers more effective and realistic solutions for the complex multi-criteria decision problems [2] .
The General Assignment Model in Linear Programming
Linear Programming (LP) is one of the techniques to solve mathematical problems. It uses in some areas, such as urban planning, investment, production planning and inventory control, man power planning. The Transportation Problem (TP) deals with the transportation of goods from a set of supply points (factories) to a set of demand points (customers), so as to minimize linear transportation costs; transportation models can be used in some areas, such as inventory control, labor planning, site selection, etc. [54] . Hitchcock first developed the basic TP, which can be modelled as a standard linear programming problem [55] . The assignment problem is one of the special cases of transportation problems. The goal of the assignment problem is to minimize the cost or time of completing a number of jobs by a number of persons. An important characteristic of the assignment problem is that the number of sources is equal to the number of destinations. The agents represent the source, and the tasks represent the destinations. In terms of cost, while transporting costs are minimized in the transportation model, the costs of workers are minimized in the assignment models [56] . Assignment models can be used in areas such as the distribution of jobs to a machine, assigning people, etc. The general assignment model is shown below [57] :
(1) Let X denote a feasible solution of (1). In a simplex-type algorithm, X is highly degenerate and consists of exactly n variables with the value 1; the remaining n 2 − n variables have the value 0. Defining w = {(i,j) | x ij = 1, x ij ∈ X}, w constitutes the assignment corresponding to X. Often, (1) is practically interpreted as n jobs that must be performed by n workers at minimal total cost, and c ij is the job cost associated with worker i performing job j. Here, w implies that each job must be assigned to one and only one worker, and vice versa. In the model, all c ij values are deterministic [58] .
Proposed Multi-Criteria and Multi Objective Assignment Hybrid Methodology
The steps of the proposed methodology based on the Deming cycle, and Bank [59] has developed the common procedure of the structured problem solving, which will give us a snapshot of the structured problem solving. Bank said that there are six steps in the problem-solving process. These steps are: identifying and selecting problem, analyzing the problem cause, generating potential solutions, selecting and planning the best solution, implementing the solution and evaluating the solution [60] . These steps of problem solving are combined with ANP's step, and the vehicle assignment process, which is shown in Figure 2 , is formed.
• First step: using the ANP method for the calculation of the main/sub-criteria weight, • Second step: evaluating the performance values of assigned vehicles for each district, • Third step: modeling the assignment and realizing the vehicle assignment.
The ANP-LP hybrid approach is used in this process. The weights of criteria and the performance of alternatives will be determined with the ANP approach, and then, the linear programming approach is used to provide the maximum value of performance in the model that presents the solution. ANP is the method that is used in the first step. In the second step, the performances of all alternatives are evaluated under the criteria, shown in Figure 3 which are determined by a working group to assign a vehicle to any district also by using the "ratings" section in ANP's software, which is called SuperDecision. In the third step, the mathematical model is encoded and solved by the GAMS Solver. The ANP-LP hybrid approach is used in this process. The weights of criteria and the performance of alternatives will be determined with the ANP approach, and then, the linear programming approach is used to provide the maximum value of performance in the model that presents the solution. ANP is the method that is used in the first step. In the second step, the performances of all alternatives are evaluated under the criteria, shown in Figure 3 which are determined by a working group to assign a vehicle to any district also by using the "ratings" section in ANP's software, which is called SuperDecision. In the third step, the mathematical model is encoded and solved by the GAMS Solver. 
Illustrative Example
Forming the Weights of the Criteria with ANP (First Step)
Problem Formulation
Security forces being visible is considered as one of the most important factors to lessen the sense of insecurity that citizens have. Citizens would like to see the security forces more often and their reacting on time to feel confidence. Therefore, public institutions perform security services by means of pedestrian and motorized patrol. Besides giving an efficient service, motorized patrols are important because of creating a strong and positive image in the public. We need a vehicle that runs without a hitch and that has a low failure rate for the realization of the motorized patrol services. Security forces being visible is considered as one of the most important factors to lessen the sense of insecurity that citizens have. Citizens would like to see the security forces more often and their reacting on time to feel confidence. Therefore, public institutions perform security services by means of pedestrian and motorized patrol. Besides giving an efficient service, motorized patrols are important because of creating a strong and positive image in the public. We need a vehicle that runs without a hitch and that has a low failure rate for the realization of the motorized patrol services. Patrol vehicles work all day, and older vehicles are inadequate to provide service. Planning and optimization of the objectives of security services become a necessity regarding the burden of maintenance and repair costs and the fuel consumption of the old cars on a budget.
Today, radical changes in global security, asymmetric threats, uncertainties and technological advances give direction to the design of vehicles that have new features. The diversity of vehicle types for law enforcement agencies that perform different tasks all over the country has increased. Cars have too much diversity due to the variety of tasks, and classification is required. Four basic classifications are administrative vehicles, tactical vehicles, patrol vehicles and traffic vehicles. There are two types of patrol vehicles: Type-I is used on a road, and Type-II, which has a 4 × 4 transmission, is used on highlands. In a system that has much vehicle diversity, vehicle assignment should be made by scientific methods in order to perform security services effectively. The necessity of creating a mathematical model has emerged in order to assign the vehicles to the districts. There are four main objectives including service efficiency, usage of technical capacity, cost and time. The objectives to be achieved with the model are presented below.
With the maximization of service efficiency:
• • Assigning vehicles to district which will have minimum fuel consumption cost • Minimizing maintenance cost and repair, which can change from district to district
In addition to these are minimizing time and diminishing the time to return from malfunction to use and time to intervene in forensic cases.
Creating Working Group
The selected working group has participated in the decision-making process to determine the main/sub-criteria, the relationship between criteria, the priorities of the vehicle performance in a district and to make pair-wise comparisons.
Determining Main and Sub-Criteria
The decision-making group has studied which criteria can be effective to assign a vehicle to any district. Four main and fifteen sub-criteria, which form the main framework of the model, have been identified. The criteria are shown in Figure 3 . 
Determining the Relationship between Criteria
Four different clusters of main criteria are formed, and the sub-criteria are integrated in these clusters with the SuperDecision software program (The Creative Decision foundation, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The face to face interview form, which has comparisons about the goal and criteria, is applied to the decision-making group, which includes four experts who study security and transportation. As a result of using this survey, the main criteria are affected by each other, and all of the main criteria clusters have inner dependency, except the time cluster.
Making Pair-Wise Comparisons
After relations between criteria are revealed, the face to face interview form is created with one-hundred-sixty-five questions in the software program in order to measure the pair-wise comparisons between criteria. The form has been answered by the study group. The geometric means of the answers that are given by the experts are taken. The geometric means are entered in the software program's interface. The question of how many times a criterion is more important than the others has been answered with pair-wise comparisons of criteria. Pair-wise comparisons are formed in SuperDecision, and each pair-wise comparison is performed.
Pair-wise comparisons are evaluated for each criterion and cluster that affects each other, and one-hundred-sixty-five pair-wise comparisons, which are answered by experts, have been entered into the SuperDecision software program. After completion of pair-wise comparisons, the inconsistency value of each pair-wise comparison is calculated. For instance, one of the values of inconsistency is calculated as 0.00168 and this inconsistency value is less than 0.1, so the reliability of the pair-wise comparison is acceptable. The inconsistency values of all pair-wise comparisons that are used in this study have been checked, and all of them are under 0.1. Thus, the reliability of the model is increased by testing all inconsistency rates of the pair-wise comparisons.
Creating Unweighted Supermatrix
Following pair-wise comparisons, the matrix structure that combines weight of criteria in the model is formed. This matrix structure is called an unweighted supermatrix. The supermatrix 
Determining the Relationship between Criteria
Making Pair-Wise Comparisons
Creating Unweighted Supermatrix
Following pair-wise comparisons, the matrix structure that combines weight of criteria in the model is formed. This matrix structure is called an unweighted supermatrix. The supermatrix structure consists of sub-matrices, and the columns of each sub-matrix are normalized in order to obtain the stochastic matrix at the next phase. The unweighted supermatrix transforms the relation between criteria to the matrix structure. If there is no relation between two criteria, the relevant cell will be zero in the unweighted supermatrix. The weighting of the matrix will be in the next step.
Creating the Weighted Supermatrix
The weighted supermatrix is obtained by multiplying the cluster matrix and unweighted supermatrix. In other words, the weighted supermatrix is obtained by multiplying the eigenvector and the unweighted supermatrix. While the columns of each sub-matrix are normalized in the unweighted supermatrix, the columns of the main matrix structure are normalized in the weighted supermatrix. The columns of the main matrix are normalized in order to obtain the stochastic matrix in the weighted supermatrix. Therefore, the limit of the stochastic weighted supermatrix has been calculated.
Computing the Limit Supermatrix
After obtaining the weighted supermatrix, the power of it must be computed because an element can influence a second element indirectly, and all influences or dependencies are obtained from the power of the matrix. When the rows of the matrix have the same value in each column, the limit supermatrix has obtained. The limit supermatrix of the model that is obtained from the software is presented in the Appendix. Row values that are obtained from the limit supermatrix give the priority coefficient to select the best alternatives. There is column normalization in the limit supermatrix, like the weighted supermatrix. The sum of the weight of each criterion in each column is equal to one. There is no zero in the cells of the matrix because of indirect influences.
Determining the Weight of Criteria
Row values that are obtained from the limit supermatrix and that have the same values in each column create the weights of criteria. There are two types of criteria weights. These are global and local weights. According to Satty and Kearns, the global weights are synthesized from the second level down by multiplying the local weights by the corresponding criterion in the level above and adding them for each element in a level according to the criteria it affects [61] . Using interdependent weights of the criteria and local weights' attributes, global weights for the attributes are calculated. Global attributes' weights are computed by multiplying the local weight of the attributes with the interdependent weight of the criteria to which they belong [62] . Global and local weights of criteria are presented in Table 1 . As seen in Table 1 , forensic case density of the district with 0.23 provides the maximum impact on the selection of the vehicle that will be assigned. Then, the geographical conditions of the district, time to intervene in forensic cases and population density of the district are affected, respectively. Time to return from malfunction to use has shown the minimum effect. As a result of the evaluation in terms of the main criteria weight, service efficiency in the district shows the maximum effect among the main criteria to assign a vehicle. The weights of the cost and usage of technical capacity are less than service efficiency in the district with respect to affecting the assignment of a vehicle.
Finding the Performance Value of Each Vehicle for Each District (Second Step)
The performances of all alternatives are evaluated under criteria by using the "ratings" section in ANP's software. The weights of service efficiency in the district and usage of technical capacity are calculated by the ANP method. However, the weights of criteria are obtained from random data, which are generated as experiential for cost and time. Then, the performance evaluation is made with the criteria weights.
Evaluating the Performances of Alternatives
After all districts are considered as an alternative for each vehicle type, each vehicle's assignment weights are obtained for each district. As presented in Table 2 , Vehicle 1's performance is evaluated from the point of criteria including Forensic Case Density of District (FCDD), Geographical Conditions of District (GCD), Population Density of District (PDD) and Number of Law Enforcement Staff in the District (LESD) to realize the service efficiency objective. For instance, Vehicle 1 (V1), assigned to District 1 (D1), is evaluated in the first priority in terms of FCDD criterion. As a result of the performance ratings, if the vehicle is assigned to D1, the service efficiency score will be 0.087359. If the same vehicle is assigned to D5, the service efficiency score will be 0.111102. The performance of Vehicle 1 is evaluated to attain the goal of usage of technical capacity by criteria including the Volume of Engine (VE), the Power of Engine (PE), the Speed of Vehicle (SV), the Safety Equipment of Vehicle (SEV) and the Age of Vehicle (AV). In the evaluation, District 14 has achieved the highest performance value, which affects the assignment with the most points. As a result of the performance evaluation, District 8 has the fewest points in all of the districts. Generic data are created as experiential. The performance evaluation and normalized value of "time" and "cost" are formed as presented in Table 3 . Vehicle 1 is evaluated in terms of annual maintenance costs, and if the vehicle is assigned to District 15, it will have a maximum maintenance cost. District 5 and District 7 have minimum cost. Generating data are used for some other criteria, such as the Repair Cost (RC), Fuel Consumption Cost (FCC), Time to Return from Malfunction to Use (TRMU) and Time to Intervene in Forensic Cases (TIFC). Therefore, the same method is implemented for them. Thus, two of the main criteria are evaluated subjectively, and the other two are evaluated objectively by means of generic data.
Creating Assignment Matrix
After the calculation of the performance of all alternatives, priority values that are obtained from each of the thirteen districts have been converted into an assignment table that is integrated with the model. Seven assignment matrices are formed in the model. Vehicles and districts are symbolized with V, D, respectively. There are 13 types of vehicles from V1 to V13 and 15 types of districts from D1 to D15. The generated assignment matrices affect the assignment regarding the weight of objectives. Weights of the objectives are calculated with the help of ANP. The assignment model is a maximization model in this problem. However, "cost" and "time" have a minimization structure. Therefore, each element of the matrices of "cost" and "time" is multiplied by (−) minus in order to transform the structure of model from minimization to maximization when the assignment table is created. Uniformity is provided in the objective function by changing the structure of the objectives. Seven assignment matrices that each have 15 rows and 13 columns (15 × 13) are formed in order to solve the problem.
Establishing the Assignment Model and Performing the Assignment of Vehicles (Third Step)
Establishing the Mathematical Assignment Model
Notations for the proposed mathematical model are presented below, and the encountered problem is adapted to the proposed model's structure. The developed mathematical model has been encoded with GAMS. 
Weights of criteria will be calculated according to the objectives, and the performance score will be created for each vehicle for assignment to a district. Finally, vehicle assignments will be made in order to give security services at the highest level. Four main objectives will contribute to the model with their weights, and assignment will be performed. Constraints in the model are different from the constraints of classical assignment models. Because in the classical assignment models, while an element of i assigns to j, an element of j assigns to i. However, here, while an element of i assigns to j, more than one element of j assigns to i. The constraint set (1) ensures assigning at least one j vehicle to every i district. The constraint set (2) provides using all of the vehicle capacity of districts. The constraint set (3) provides using all of the j-type vehicle capacity. The balanced assignment matrix is formed with the constraint set (2) and the constraint set (3). The constraint set (4) ensures assigning at most one s type vehicle to every district. The constraint set (5) provides assigning at least one m type vehicle to every i district. The constraint set (6) ensures assigning at least one d type vehicle to every i district. The constraint set (7) ensures assigning at least one t type vehicle to every i district. The constraint set (8) provides assigning at least one k type vehicle to every i district.
Solving the Assignment Problem and Evaluating the Results
After the mathematical expression of the proposed model, the solution of the encoding is applied by means of the CPLEX/GAMS solver. The solution process has been completed in 0.016 s with a computer that has the Intel Core i5 and a 1.8-GHz processor. The value of the objective function is 3.6373. All of the vehicles are assigned within the identified capacity. The optimal solution has been reached. The current assignment according to experience is presented in Table 4 , and the solution of the assignment model is shown in Table 5 . In the next section, the results will be evaluated, and the optimality of the assignment which that been made by experience in the current situation will be tested.
As a result of the evaluation of the solution, all of the constraints are carried out in the proposed model, and there is no constraint relaxation. The value of the objective function has been obtained as 3.6373. One-hundred-ninety-six vehicles that are planned for the assignment are realized. The capacities of districts are not exceeded or a lack of capacity is not created.
At least one vehicle that is categorized into the administrative service is assigned to each district, and the type of vehicle that is assigned to the districts is determined by the effect of criteria weights. Traffic service vehicles have shown homogeneous dispersion in general. While Vehicle 4 is predominantly assigned to Districts 7 and 14, Vehicle 5 is assigned to only District 7. Vehicles that are categorized in tactical service are assigned to District 8 and District 9. There is no uniformity across the province in terms of the assignment of patrol vehicles. Vehicle 9 is predominantly assigned to District 11 and District 14. Vehicle 11 is assigned especially to District 2, which is the most highly populated one, and then District 8, District 12 and District 15. Vehicles 12 and 13, which have 4 × 4 transmissions, are especially assigned to District 13, which has the worst terrain.
The results of the solution have been compared with the current vehicles assignment, and the values of the objective functions are evaluated in three phases. Furthermore, the same set of weights and the model structure are used for the validity and consistency of the values in three phases. In the first phase, the worst assignment value has been obtained from the model. Therefore, the maximization problem is considered as the minimization, and the assignment is performed. Thus, the worst value of the objective function with the proposed model is 0.107. In the second phase, an assignment that is still implemented and made by experience is calculated with the proposed model. Therefore, the proposed model is forced to assign the vehicles to the current districts, and the objective function value of the current assignment, which is made by experience, is calculated as 1.9426. In the third phase, the objective function value that provides the optimal solution is obtained as 3.6373 with the proposed model.
In other words, while the objective function value of the current assignment that is made by experience is 1.9426, the value of the objective function that is obtained from the proposed model is raised to the level of 3.6373. The value of the assignment has increased 87% with the proposed model. Furthermore, in this study, the performance of the vehicle assignment system was evaluated indirectly. The graphical display of the assessment is presented in Figure 4 . At shown in Figure 4 , if the performance of the assignment of the optimal solution that is proposed by the model is one hundred percent, the performance of the current assignment that is proposed by the experiential methods will be fifty-three percent.
This study is made for public institutions that provide security services. Therefore, the weights of the objective are 0.584455 for service efficiency, 0.130425 for cost, 0.145881 for time and 0.13924 for usage of technical capacity, respectively. Actually, the cost that has the highest weight is the most crucial parameter in most studies. However, if we talk about security, the importance of the cost can change. In the study, the service efficiency criterion takes first place because the basis of the study is about security. The proposed assignment model was used in the security services of public institutions and organizations. However, it can be used in the private sector or in other sectors, which can assign their vehicles or other special materials. The values of the main objective weights are changed to evaluate the model in three different scenarios. The results of the scenarios are in Tables 6-8, respectively. (a) Scenario I: All businesses want to minimize the costs. The main purposes of the companies in competition with each other are reducing costs and increasing profits in the globalized business world. Businesses can be divided into two main groups in terms of cost; the first is for-profit businesses, and the second is non-profit businesses, which are often responsible for national security or health services. If this model is used in for-profit businesses, the cost will be the most important criterion. Therefore, the objective of minimizing costs, which is dominant, is examined, and the other main objectives are assumed to have equal weights at the minimum level (wp = 0.1; wc = 0.7; wt = 0.1; wu = 0.1).
(b) Scenario II: The circulation of information has accelerated with the impact of information technology; because of this development, time management has emerged as an important concept. All businesses want to optimize the time and quality of the services that they offer. Providing the service to customers in a short period is important for customer satisfaction. Furthermore, time is important in some public services, such as first aid, public security and firefighting. For these reasons, the objective of minimizing time, which is dominant, is evaluated, and the other main objectives are assumed to have equal weights at the minimum level (wp = 0.1; wc = 0.1; wt = 0.7; wu = 0.1).
(c) Scenario III: Maximizing usage of technical capacity, which is the dominant objective, is evaluated, and the other main objectives are assumed to have equal weights at the minimum level; then, the solution is obtained (wp = 0.1; wc = 0.1; wt = 0.1; wu = 0.7).
Conclusions
Vehicles that are used by organizations that produce security services are evaluated to optimize their usage and to increase the quality of service. Firstly, the criteria of the assignment process have been determined in order to achieve the goals. The ANP methodology that can convert qualitative data into quantitative results has been used in the application. Then, the performances of each district for each vehicle are evaluated. The mathematical model is supported by expert opinion in the direction of the desired objectives. As a result of the evaluation by expert opinion, the vehicles that will be assigned to districts are determined. The model has been developed for vehicle fleets that are providing security services and are relatively large scale.
The objective function of the proposed model has been calculated. While the objective function value of the current assignment made by experience is 1.9426, the value of the objective function that is obtained from the proposed model is raised to the level of 3.6373, and the value of the objective function has increased 87% with the proposed model; thus, the current assignment has been improved. The same kinds of vehicles are assigned to a district because of this improvement; so, drivers are specialized in terms of both land and vehicles with the usage of the model's solution. The applicability of the proposed model is described with three different scenarios.
Organizations that are producing security services can use the ANP-LP hybrid model to assign vehicles to any district. For the future studies, the proposed model can be integrated with other MCDM methodologies. Other MCDM methods can be used for determining the weights of objectives. Goal programming can be used for creating the vehicle assignment model. The proposed model also can be used in the distribution of resources instead of for only security services.
